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North Carolina Lt. Gov. Mark Robinson and AG Josh Stein
Win Respective Primaries
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Mark Robinson

Last night, North Carolina Republicans and
Democrats chose their respective candidates
for governor in the Super Tuesday primary
election.

Republican Lt. Gov. Mark Robinson won the
Republican nomination for governor of
North Carolina last night, defeating primary
opponents Dale Folwell and Bill Graham.
Attorney General Josh Stein won the
Democratic nomination, defeating primary
opponents Michael R. Morgan, Chrelle
Booker, Marcus Williams, and Gary Foxx.

Robinson is a pastor from Greensboro, and if
elected would become the first black
governor of North Carolina. After endorsing
Robinson, former President Donald Trump
said he told him, “I think you’re better than
Martin Luther King, I think you’re Martin
Luther King times two.”

After his primary victory, Robinson wrote on X, “I am officially the GOP nominee for Governor of North
Carolina! But our work isn’t done yet. It’s just getting started — it is full steam ahead to Election Day in
November. I’d be honored to earn your support today:
https://secure.winred.com/mark-robinson-for-nc/victory-hf #ncgov #ncpol”

Josh Stein attacked Robinson this morning, stating on X, “North Carolina is at a crossroads: We can
either give into @markrobinsonnc’s rhetoric of division and hate OR we can come together to build a
North Carolina that’s safer and stronger.”

https://www.axios.com/2024/03/06/north-carolina-governor-mark-robinson-josh-stein
https://x.com/markrobinsonNC/status/1765209049652400235
https://x.com/JoshStein_/status/1765396301758251506
https://thenewamerican.com/author/dderidder/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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